Time Education & Training
Student Testimonials- Sowrab
I am Sowrab, and am technically qualified from India. Right now I'm living in Adelaide as a permanent
resident for the last five years. Of course, when I first started this journey of mine in the heart of this
mighty land, I remember feeling scared, confused and lonely! This journey of mine was significantly more
complicated and frustrating than I ever imagined. It was my first real solo travel experience after all and
those first few days were tough, very tough. Finding a job to sustain myself was the toughest of all! I
approached many institutions and shops, but all in vain! Finally I had to settle for a car washing job!
Upon deciding to attend job oriented courses, the search for the best started. I took many factors into
consideration. Weighing these advantages and disadvantages was at times overwhelming and a bit
stressful; however it led me here to the Time Education and Training centre. While reading countless
academic handouts of many such institutes I applied to, everything started to blur together. However,
once I stepped foot into the office of Ms. Kay Conlon, I knew that those seemingly dull pamphlets weren’t
lying; this place is truly exceptional, and they changed my life!
They gave me the opportunity to have the world at my fingertips, to embrace the irresistible urge to thrive
in a foreign land. Here I got the opportunity to meet the most inspiring and intelligent people in the health
care area you will ever encounter in your life. This superior education allows a person to grow as an
individual and find out who they truly are.
After my training here, I received job offers from South Australia's public and private health care
institutions.
Leaving home to a faraway land, now I'm able to thoughtfully develop my personal goals, ideals and
philosophies that may have once been considered taboo in my homeland. This enlightenment is something
that everyone will take with them for the rest of their life. All training centres foster a sense of
independence and self-discovery to an extent, although TIME takes the extra step in ensuring their
students obtain a fabulous education, both in and out of the classroom.
Now I feel confident and happy here in Australia, with my family next to me!
So dear friends, anyone who is serious about developing a fruitful carrier in Australia, go to TIME! They will
transform you in such a way that you yourself will be astonished to see how successful you are in your area
of proficiency.
Joyfully yours, Sowrab
Please note: Sowrab completed his Certificate III in Sterilisation Services and now works across three
hospitals in Adelaide.
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